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Introduction Email and Phishing

• In today's world, email is a vital tool for 
communication

• As  result of the ease of communication and 
widespread usage,  emails have attracted many 
exploitations in the form of phishing attacks

• The FBI’s Internet Crime Report shows that in 2020, 
over $1.8 billion cost incurred only due to business 
email compromise attacks
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Introduction Phishing email detection   

• Various phishing email detection tools and techniques are built

• Even the most sophisticated anti-phishing tools and techniques are 
not always accurate

✓ Some phish are missed and some genuine items are flagged 

as phish

✓ Therefore, they cannot be considered a comprehensive   

solution to protect users from sophisticated phishing attacks
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Introduction Human factors in phishing 

• Human are considered the weakest link in phishing email attacks

• An increased attention to phishing awareness mechanisms, 
including gamified approaches to educate users and enhance their 
capability to thwart phishing attacks

✓ The teaching content could easily get outdated

✓ Sometimes the teaching is done outside the email 
context

✓ Education and training may not be reflected through 
people’s behaviors
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Introduction Insights into human behaviors 

In-depth insights into how people interact with 
emails are vital to better design any anti-phishing 

intervention, strategy and system 

Users’  thought process when deciding how to 
respond to their emails is mostly

a black box
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Introduction Research question

What  factors influence people's response decisions when reading 
their emails?
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Related work Understanding user behaviour

• Most of the studies in this space focus on phishing websites or phishing URLs1

• Only a limited number of studies have been conducted in the phishing email 
context, where researchers have looked into the demographic or personality 
characteristics of people who fall for phishing attack2

• Several studies have investigated behavioral responses to phishing emails in 
order to further explain why people fall into phishing emails3

✓ Use images of the emails in the experiment

✓ Use of follow-up surveys for data collection

✓ Limits the users’ decisions while reading the emails

1Albakry, Sara, Kami Vaniea, and Maria K Wolters. 2020. "What is this URL's Destination? Empirical Evaluation of Users' URL Reading." In Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on
Human Factors in Computing Systems, 1-12.

2 Lawson, Patrick, Carl J Pearson, Aaron Crowson, and Christopher B Mayhorn. 2020. 'Email phishing and signal detection: How persuasion principles and personality influence response
patterns and accuracy', Applied ergonomics, 86: 103084.

3 Williams, Emma J., and Danielle Polage. 2019. 'How persuasive is phishing email? The role of authentic design, influence and current events in email judgements', Behaviour &
Information Technology, 38: 184-97
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Methodology Methodology Overview
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Methodology Methodology Study protocol 
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Methodology

Email Selection

12 phishing and 12 corresponding legitimate emails for this study by adapting real emails to a given 
scenario

✓ Different life domains 

✓ Phishing emails were sourced from various venues including UC Berkeley phishing 
archive  and Sensors tech forum  etc.

✓ Clicking on links, replying to emails and downloading attachments

✓ Variety of attacker strategies  

✓ Legitimate emails were sourced from researchers’ personal email correspondences

Phishing URL selection

✓ Phishing URLs were adopted from real phishing links from PhishTank

✓ 5 URL obfuscation techniques

Study protocol

1 https://security.berkeley.edu/education-awareness/phishing/phishing-examples-archive
2 https://sensorstechforum.com/
3 http://phishtank.org/ 
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Methodology Study protocol 

Phishing email

Legitimate email
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Methodology Methodology Pilot study
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Methodology Methodology Data collection
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Methodology Methodology Data collection
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Methodology Methodology Data analysis
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User study findings

• 11 factors that explain what influences users' email response decisions when reading them.

• Based on each factor we explained how people can be susceptible for phishing emails.

Perception about 
links in emails

Need for 
validation 

Emotions Sender legitimacy

Familiarity of the 
email title and 

body

Professionalism 
of the email title 

and body

Perceived 
likelihood of 
receiving an 

email

Length and 
granularity of 
information 

Previous 
phishing 

experiences

Sense of security 
from auxiliary 

security content
Individual habits

Overview
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User study findings Perception about links in emails

“Without the links, then you don't have like those things that people are trying to get you to click on to, 
you know, download the viruses and what not” [P09—L]

“This button says it will take me to the website I am able to review this unusual logging, I would 
believe that it would take me to a web site that I will review log in” [P04—L].

“Usually it would say that www dot uber slash something change password something. That might be a 
bit more convincing than just clicking on the link that says change password now [button]” ” [P10—P]

“But what gives me a bit of confidence is this HTTPS secure server. So secured servers are unlikely, to be    
phishing sites so that would give me strength” [P10—L]

Participants felt less vigilant when there are no links in the email

Where links are available, the participants tend to decide the URL legitimacy based on the 
link appearance. 
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User study findings Perception about links in emails

“Yeah, it's popping up on the bottom left-hand side. It says sign in dot amazon dot com dot au 
slash and a few more things. But um, yeah, just that sign in dot Amazon, which I guess makes 
sense” [P9—P].

Only few (7) looked at the link destination at least once to decide the link reliability
✓ None of them consistently check the link destination for all emails
✓ Can make wrong decisions about the URL legitimacy even after identifying the 

link destination
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User study findings Perception about links in emails

Susceptibility to phishing emails based on this factor
✓ People can be deceived by phishing emails composed without any links but requesting reply or 

download attachments
✓ People can be deceived by phishing emails with legitimate looking buttons or URLs
✓ People could make wrong judgements about URL safety by looking only at the network 

communication protocol mentioned in the URL
✓ People can be deceived by phishing links that appear as non-mandatory
✓ People can be deceived by phishing emails having a destination URL that is different to the URL  

text
✓ Even people who understand techniques to identify the URL destination can be still susceptible   

to manipulation as they fail to consistently apply those techniques into practice
✓ Even after looking into the destination URL, people can be susceptible to phishing due to the  

lack of awareness about URL obfuscation and URL structures
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User study findings Need for validation

Using mobile app/web site separately

Searching for information mentioned in the email on the internet e.g. logo, company information

Need for validating an email when they were suspicious about the email or  when they 
were extra vigilant even when they thought the email looks legitimate

Participants validate emails using information gathered externally to the email

Assume that it is safe to click on links if they are not providing information on the landing page

Not clicking on the main link but would click the other links to make a  decision legitimacy of the main link

Clicking on the links on the email to get help and more information about the email

Participants validate emails using information gathered from the email it-self
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User study findings Need for validation

Susceptibility to phishing emails based on this factor
✓ People can be deceived through publicly available information that is mentioned in emails
✓ People can be deceived by legitimate-looking landing pages for phishing links. Although 

people may not  provide their details on these landing pages, it could still download malware 
(i.e., malicious IT  application)  to  the victim’s computer system. 

✓ People can feel safe to click on secondary links available in the phishing emails to validate the 
main link without understanding that the secondary links could be phishing links as well

✓ People can be deceived by seeing various ways  (e.g. contact us links) to get help about the 
email in the email itself. 
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User study findings Summary

• People tend to trust emails targeted at them with detailed information and/or 
look professional

• Alignment of the phishing email to user context makes people have more trust 
in those emails

• The role of personal characteristics and habits in email decision making   

Similarities of the findings when compared with previous literature

Novel findings

• The possibility for a disconnection between email legitimacy judgment and the 
email response

• Insights into how perception about email links affects email decision making
• Insights into difficulties in deciding sender legitimacy
• Unsafe ways of validating email content 
• Issues in applying knowledge gained from formal education and lessons learnt 

from exposure to phishing emails
• Insights into how pre-conceived judgements affect people’s response decisions.

In-depth insights into how people make email response decisions and how they are susceptible to 
manipulation due to the flaws in decision making. 
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User study findings Novel findings

The possibility for a disconnection between email legitimacy judgment and the email 
response 

• Simply understanding how people judge email legitimacy is not 
adequate to obtain a holistic picture of why people fall for phishing 
emails

• There could be situations where there is a disconnection between the 
email response and the judgement on email legitimacy.  

• People could click on links, reply, and download attachments without 
even thinking about the email's legitimacy due to emotions and 
individual habits. 

• People could click on email links or reply to emails even after 
identifying phishing emails or when they are unsure of the email 
legitimacy
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User study findings Novel findings

Insights into how perception about email links affects email decision making

• People tend to have more trust in emails without links.

• For emails with links, participants could use unsafe 
techniques 
✓Clicking on links that appear to be non-mandatory 
✓Consider button or URL appearance to assess the link 

legitimacy.

• Often participants do not know to identify the URL 
destination and those who know do not consistently apply 
their knowledge. 

• Even after identifying the destination link, people may 
struggle to identify its legitimacy due to a lack of knowledge 
of URL obfuscation.
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User study findings Novel findings

Insights into difficulties in deciding sender legitimacy

• People often look at the header information to make 
email decisions 

• Additional insights into misconceptions people have 
when making judgments about the sender's reliability. 
✓ People lack knowledge about sender spoofing. 
✓ Get confused with the structure of the sender’s 

email address (i.e. domain, sub-domain, 
username), 

✓ Get confused with email display name
✓ Get confused with reply-to address
✓ Get confused with email addresses specified in the 

email body 
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User study findings Novel findings

Unsafe ways of validating email content 

• People may not be willing to make a final decision on the 
email legitimacy while going through an email and may 
intend to validate the email before making the final 
decision. 

• Although validating an email can be considered a 
precautionary measure, our findings reveal that some 
techniques used to validate the email could be unsafe and 
result in people being victims of phishing attacks. 

• This has consequences to how we train users in 
organizational settings  and also what tool we provide 
them so that they can check the validity of an email.
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User study findings Novel findings

Issues in applying knowledge gained from formal education and lessons learnt from 
exposure to phishing emails

• Our study findings confirmed that formal education and 
previous phishing related experiences could provide 
necessary skills in identifying phishing attacks. 

• Additional insights
✓ People learn inaccurate strategies for identifying 

phishing emails from past experiences 
✓ Could make people scared to respond to emails in any 

way, even when they feel those are legitimate. 
✓ People can be still susceptible to manipulation 

because of the inconsistencies in applying the 
knowledge to practice.
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User study findings Novel findings

Insights into how pre-conceived judgements affect people’s response decisions.

• Previous research suggests that urgency arousing cues 
embedded in a phishing email are positively related to 
phishing susceptibility.

• Our findings point out that this may be not always true. 
People can be extra vigilant in some of these situations 
due to pre-conceived judgements about specific types of 
emails.
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Conclusion On going work

• We identify eleven factors that influence people’s email response decisions while reading their 
emails. 

• Our findings provide novel insights into flaws in the general email decision-making behaviors 
that could make people more susceptible to phishing attacks

• The findings of the user study can be used to design effective anti-phishing tools and 
techniques.
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On-going and future work

• Designing and developing an email plugin, which can nudge people's email response 
behaviors by making the potential phishing features of a given email context easily 
comprehensible

✓ When and how to nudge based on the findings of the user study

• Evaluating the performance of the such behavioural interventions considering usability   

and privacy

• Validate the findings with diverse populations possibly through  surveys
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